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1

Introduction

1.1.1

This Chapter provides a description of the Onshore Scheme in terms of its
composition and how it will be constructed, operated and decommissioned.
The description includes the type of infrastructure, where it is to be located,
its size, permanent accesses and likely appearance.

1.1.2

Information on the construction, maintenance, operation and
decommissioning including details of the locations of the temporary
construction compounds and temporary construction areas, access
requirements, construction activities and duration are included in this
Chapter.

1.1.3

The designs and construction methods outlined in this Chapter will be
developed further before Construction. The next design stage is referred to
as the Front End Engineering Design (FEED).
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2

Location of the Onshore Scheme

2.1.1

The Onshore Scheme will transport Carbon Dioxide captured from the
proposed White Rose CCS Project at Drax, near Selby, through a Cross
Country Pipeline and associated infrastructure, including a Pipeline Internal
Gauge (PIG) Trap, Multi-junction, three Block Valves and a Pumping
Station, to join with the Offshore Scheme at the Mean Low Water Spring
Mark on the Holderness Coast north of Barmston.
FIGURE 1 SCHEMATIC OF THE ONSHORE SCHEME

2.2

ONSHORE SCHEME OVERVIEW

2.2.1

The onshore transportation element of the Onshore Scheme requires a new
buried welded steel high pressure Cross Country Pipeline of approximately
67 km in length and three ‘local’ pipelines, one from Drax PIG Trap into the
White Rose Project Gas Processing Unit, one from the White Rose CCS
Project to the Multi-junction and one from the Pumping Station to the Mean
Low Water Spring Mark respectively with a combined total length of
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approximately 74 km. The direction of flow of Carbon Dioxide would be
from south to north in the direction of the East Yorkshire / Holderness coast.
2.2.2

In addition to the Cross Country Pipeline the Onshore Scheme comprises
six Above Ground Installations (AGIs) comprising a PIG Trap adjacent to
the White Rose CCS Project, near Drax, North Yorkshire and known as
Drax PIG Trap, a Multi-junction to the south of Drax Power Station near
Camblesforth, North Yorkshire known as Camblesforth Mulit-junciton, three
Block Valves known as Tollingham Block Valve, near Holme upon Spalding
Moor, East Riding of Yorkshire, Dalton Block Valve, near South Dalton,
East Riding of Yorkshire and Skerne Block Valve, near Skerne, East Riding
of Yorkshire and a Pumping Station to the north of Barmston, East Riding of
Yorkshire known as Barmston Pumping Station. The AGIs will require
electricity grid connections, however the design, routeing and installation of
these is the responsibility of the District Network Operator (DNO).

2.2.3

Pipeline Safety Regulations require that a pipeline must be designed so that
it can be maintained and inspected safely. The mechanism for provision of
safe maintenance and inspection to be applied to the Onshore Scheme is
by using a PIG. The purpose of a PIG trap is to provide a facility to launch
and receive PIGs used to clean, gauge and inspect the Pipeline.

2.2.4

The Multi-junction will provide a facility to enable a local pipeline from the
White Rose CCS Project to connect into the Cross Country Pipeline. The
Multi-junction will also facilitate the connection of other pipelines from other
regional Carbon Dioxide emitters to the Cross Country Pipeline in the
future.

2.2.5

The Block Valves are located at intervals along the Cross Country Pipeline
and will enable the isolation of sections of the Pipeline. The purpose of the
Block Valves is to enable the flow of Carbon Dioxide through the site, even
in the event of main valve isolation, without any significant pressure loss in
the system.

2.2.6

The Barmston Pumping Station is required to maintain the pressure of
Carbon Dioxide within the Pipeline for the transportation offshore and to
enhance the volumes of Carbon Dioxide that can be transported by the
Pipeline for offshore storage.

2.2.7

For the purpose of this Environmental Statement (ES) the Onshore Scheme
has been divided into a series of component parts these are:
•
•

Application Boundary;
Pipeline Envelope;
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Pipeline Temporary Construction Areas (described within the
Pipeline Envelope);
Construction Compounds;
Flexible Drainage Areas;
Above Ground Installations (Drax PIG Trap, Camblesforth Multijunction, Tollingham Block Valve, Dalton Block Valve, Skerne
Block Valve and Barmston Pumping Station); and
AGI Temporary Construction Areas (dscribed within the AGIs).

2.2.8

The following Sections provide a description of each of the components of
the Onshore Scheme.

2.3

APPLICATION BOUNDARY

2.3.1

The Application Boundary is the extent of the Order Limits of the
Development Consent Order (DCO), the area within which the Onshore
Scheme is located and will be constructed. The Application Boundary is all
encompassing of the components listed in Section 3
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3

The Pipeline

3.1

PIPELINE ENVELOPE

3.1.1

The Pipeline Envelope is the area within which the Pipeline will be routed
plus the additional area to allow for the working width. To accommodate
unexpected issues in Pipeline routeing at detailed design, or once the
Pipeline is being constructed, a tolerance is being applied for. The extent of
this tolerance is known as the ‘limits of deviation’ or LoD. These provisions
allow the Pipeline to be routed anywhere within a typically 100 m wide Limit
of Deviation (LoD). This approach is common and is set out in the
Infrastructure Planning (Model Provisions) Order 2009. The standard
working width needed to construct a Pipeline is 36 m which could be
anywhere within the LoD or up to 15 m on the left side and 21 m on the
right (working from Drax PIG Trap towards the coast). The total area
identified within which Pipeline works could take place is therefore typically
136 m wide.

3.2

PIPELINE DESCRIPTION

3.2.1

The Cross Country Pipeline and Local Pipeline between the Pumping
Station and Mean Low Water Spring (MLWS) mark will have an external
diameter of up to 610 mm. The Local Pipeline connection from the White
Rose CCS Project to Drax PIG Trap and from there to the Camblesforth
Multi-junction will have an external diameter of up to 324 mm. Both
Pipelines will be buried not less than 1.2 metres below ground surface, not
less than 1.7 metres below ordinary watercourses, not less than 2 metres
below the true clean bottom of main rivers and canals and not less than 2
metres below public highways.
Pipeline Envelope Location

3.2.2

The following sections describe the location of the Pipeline Envelope has
been subdivided into five Sections to help the reader navigate more easily
through the Environmental Statement; these Sections should be read in
conjunction with Figure 3.2.
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Camblesforth Multi-junction Site to Tollingham Block Valve Site (including
the White Rose CCS connection)
3.2.3

This description outlines the Pipeline Envelope for the route of the 324 mm
local pipeline from the White Rose CCS project at Drax to the PIG Trap
(within the Proposed White Rose CCS Project Site) to the Camblesforth
Multi-Junction and the Pipeline Envelope for the route of the 610 mm Cross
Country Pipeline from Camblesforth Multi-junction Site to Tollingham Block
Valve Site. From the Drax PIG Trap the Pipeline Envelope runs north
crossing Carr Dike immediately west and north of Drax Augustinian Priory
Scheduled Monument. It then turns east southeast crossing Lendall Drain
to the north of Drax Abbey Farm before turning south to cross Pear Tree
Avenue to the west of Old Lodge. The Pipeline Envelope continues south
and crosses Carr Lane to the east of New Close Wood before turning east
to cross a dismantled railway. After running to the north of Woodcock
Wood, the Pipeline Envelope turns southeast to cross Main Road
immediately north of Woodlands, Drax.

3.2.4

Deflecting south, the Pipeline Envelope runs to the east of playing fields
and crosses Church Dike Lane before turning southwest to cross Hales
Lane track, and west to cross Brickhill Lane, keeping well to the south of
Castle Hill Moated Site Scheduled Monument.

3.2.5

The Pipeline Envelope deflects southwest then south southwest crossing
the A645 southeast of Wade House Lane and West of Brockholes lake (a
Site of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINC) to enter the Multijunction site at Camblesforth.

3.2.6

The remaining description outlines the Pipeline Envelope for the route of
the 610 mm Cross Country Pipeline. From Camblesforth Multi-junction site
the Pipeline Envelope heads north crossing the A645, east of Wade House
Lane and west of Brock Holes Fish Pond. It then turns east crossing
Brickhill Lane (track), and passing to the south of Caste Hill moated site
Scheduled Monument, before turning north eastward and crossing Hales
Lane (track) and Church Dike Lane. Thereafter the Pipeline Envelope runs
to the northwest of Scurff Hall Scheduled Monument, before crossing the
River Ouse.

3.2.7

From the River Ouse the Pipeline Envelope continues northeast towards
Asselby crossing gateland Field Lane (track) and Lowfield Drain and deep
field ditches. It crosses three existing gas pipelines, a dismantled railway
and Barmby Road to the West of Asselby.

3.2.8

The Pipeline Envelope continues northeast, crossing an existing gas
pipeline, Asselby Marsh Drain, Old Derwent (culvert), New Drain, and an
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adjacent track before crossing the A63 Hull Road and Black Dyke between
Newsholme and Newsholme Parks.
3.2.9

The Pipeline Envelope continues north eastward, crossing a multi-fuel
pipeline before crossing the railway to the west of Brind Crossing and Brind
Village. The Pipeline Envelope then crosses Brind Lane and passes
immediately to the south of Brindley’s Plantation Local Wildlife Site (LWS)
(outside the woodland but within the current LWS boundary).

3.2.10 Crossing the B1228 to the north of Brind and north of Brickyard Farm the
Pipeline Envelope then trends east. It runs parallel to Featherbed Lane
initially on the north side before crossing to the south.
3.2.11 The Pipeline Envelope then crosses back to the north of Featherbed Lane
to the west of Rose Villa Farm. Heading northeast then east it crosses the
A614 Holme Road to the south of Ivy House and the north of Avian
Pastures. The Pipeline Envelope then heads northeast, crossing the River
Foulness and then Bursea Lane, to the north of Bursea and to the south of
Bursea Lane Farm.
3.2.12 The Pipeline Envelope continues north eastward, crossing Drain Lane to
the northwest of Grange Farm and Throlam Plantation, and on into the
Tollingham Block Valve site.
Tollingham Block Valve Site to Dalton Block Valve Site
3.2.13

From Tollingham Block Valve site the Pipeline Envelope continues
northeast and crosses Skiff Lane between Skiff Farm and Tollingham
Cottages.

3.2.14 The Pipeline Envelope continues north eastward to cross Lock Lane to the
east of High Garth. It then heads east crossing Back Delfin Drain (on the
alignment of the disused Market Weighton Canal) to the south of Sand
Lane. The Pipeline Envelope then crosses Sand Lane to the west of
Oakwood and heads northeast, towards Market Weighton.
3.2.15

To the south of Market Weighton the Pipeline Envelope crosses Cliffe
Road, to the south of Long Lane. It then heads in a north easterly direction,
before crossing the A1034, Gaufer Hill and the putative line of a Roman
Road.

3.2.16

From here the Pipeline Envelope enters the Yorkshire Wolds (an Area of
High Landscape Value). The Pipeline Envelope passes between Weighton
Wold House and High Wold Farm. It then crosses the A1079 on Arras Hill.
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3.2.17

From the A1079 the Pipeline Envelope continues north east. The route
crossed within the boundary of a Regionally Important Geological and
Geomorphological Site (RIGS). It crosses an existing ethylene pipeline
before crossing Kiplingcotes Lane.

3.2.18

After crossing Kiplingcotes Lane due east of Goodmanham Lodge Farm,
the Pipeline Envelope turns north to cross the Hudson Way (disused
railway) to the east of Station House, Kiplingcotes Station and a disused
quarry which is a RIGS. The Hudson Way is a long distance footpath, a
Local Nature Reserve and LWS.

3.2.19

From this crossing the Pipeline Envelope heads north, crossing
Kiplingcotes Road, and Kiplingcotes Racecourse Road, paralleling a minor
road to the west. The Pipeline Envelope then crosses Holme Wold Road
and turns to run east northeast across Great West Field into the Dalton
Block Valve site.
Dalton Block Valve Site to Skerne Block Valve Site

3.2.20

From Dalton Block Valve the Pipeline Envelope heads northeast, crossing
Lund Wold Road to the west of Corporation Farm and Middleton Road to
the northwest of Lund. Passing to the north of Lund and southeast of
Middleton-on-the-Wolds the Pipeline Envelope crosses the B1248 due
north of Lund and to the south of East Field. It then continues north
easterly crossing Middleton Road to the immediate southeast of Lund Chalk
Quarry then crossing Bracken Beck to the east of Poultry Houses.

3.2.21

The Pipeline Envelope then passes to the northwest of the small settlement
of Bracken, before continuing northeast through agricultural fields towards
Hutton Cranswick, crossing an unnamed northward extension of Bracken
Lane, due north of Bracken and Burnbutts Lane to the west of Burn Butts
Farm and Cottages.

3.2.22 The Pipeline Envelope then passes between Bustardnest Fox Covert and
Bustard Nest Farm before turning east then northeast.
3.2.23 To the west of Hutton Cranswick the Pipeline Envelope crosses Southburn
Road, the A164, Beverley Road, and Jenkinson Lane between Allotment
Gardens to the south and Old Gawdy Hall to the north. It then crosses
Northfield Beck, due north of Hutton.
3.2.24 From here the Pipeline Envelope runs in a more easterly direction, crossing
a railway line south of Knorka Dike. It then crosses Knorka Dike itself, and
Rickle Pits, west and north respectively of Rickle Pits Farm.
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3.2.25 From Rickle Pits Road the Pipeline Envelope heads east, running to the
south of Skerne between blocks of woodland and into Skerne Block Valve
Site.
Skerne Block Valve Site to Barmston Pumping Station
3.2.26 From Skerne Block Valve the Pipeline Envelope continues north and then
northeast towards Wansford where it crosses Main Drain, the River Hull
and the Driffield Canal to the south of Wansford, between Wansford Bridge
and Snakeholm Bridge. The land between Main Drain and the River Hull is
part of a Yorkshire Wildlife Trust Nature Reserve and the River Hull is a
SSSI.
3.2.27

From the crossing the Pipeline Envelope continues northeast, crossing
fields with numerous drains (including Nafferton Highland Stream and White
Dike) before passing between south Cattleholmes and Fox Covert where it
crosses Kelk Beck (SSSI).

3.2.28

Running eastward the Pipeline Envelope crosses Main Street between
Great Kelk and Gembling. From Main Street the Pipeline Envelope heads
east then north to Barf Hill (LWS) where it turns east northeast to cross
Gransmoor Drain avoiding the LWS and Gransmoor Quarry to the north
and the sand and gravel pits and Lissett Wind Farm to the south.

3.2.29

From Gransmoor Drain the Pipeline Envelope continues east northeast,
crossing Gransmoor Road southeast of Manor Farm. It then turns
northeast to cross Burton Drain at Carr Hill, and east to run between Stone
Hills to the north and Spring Hill, before crossing the A165, Bridlington
Road, to the north of Quintin Garth. From the A165, the Pipeline Envelope
runs east then northeast to the Barmston Pumping Station site, to the
immediate northwest of Hamilton Hill, north of Barmston.
Barmston Pumping Station to the Mean Low Water Spring

3.2.30

To the east of Barmston Pumping Station the Pipeline Envelope heads
southeast before heading due east to cross the cliffs to the south of
Barmston Sands and extending to the Mean Low Water Mark where the
Pipeline Envelope for the Onshore Scheme terminates.

3.3

TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION AREAS

3.3.1

In addition to the Pipeline Envelope, there are areas where more temporary
land is required for construction beyond just the working width mentioned
above in Section 3.1.1, Pipeline Envelope. This is in areas for example,
where pipes need to be strung for large non open cut crossings.
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In total there are eight Temporary Construction Areas (TCAs). These are
described in Table 1 and are shaded pink on Figure 3.2.
Table 1: Temporary Construction Areas
TCA

Location

TCA 1

Additional land is required to accommodate laydown area and
excavations and spoil storage for a trenchless crossing under
Main Road and to accommodate pipe and equipment required
for the two trenchless crossings (Main Road and disused
railway); also to allow construction vehicles safe access and
parking off the public road.

TCA 2

Additional land is required to accommodate the working width,
laydown area and excavations for trenchless crossings under
the A645, of two adjacent pipelines (including pipe, equipment
and spoil storage); safe access and egress from the A645 and
Wade House Lane for the pipelines and Multi-junction works,
including parking off the public road.

TCA 3

Additional land is required to accommodate the laydown area
for the Horizontal Directional Drill (HDD) of the Pipeline under
the River Ouse including drilling equipment, the management
system for the drilling fluid and arisings, control cabin and
welfare cabin. In addition, a long section of pipe has to be laid
out above ground and welded, of sufficient length for the whole
crossing.

TCA 4

Additional land is required to accommodate the laydown area
for the Horizontal Directional Drill (HDD) of the Pipeline under
the River Ouse including drilling equipment, the management
system for the drilling fluid and arisings, control cabin and
welfare cabin.

TCA 5

Additional land is required to accommodate laydown area and
excavations for trenchless crossing under the A1079 (including
pipe, equipment and spoil storage). This is also likely to be the
interface between two Pipeline contractors; a laydown area will
be required to allow safe access and egress from the A1079
for both contractors, including parking off the public road,
temporary storage of pipe, equipment and materials delivered
to site, welfare cabins
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Table 1: Temporary Construction Areas

TCA 6

Additional land is required to accommodate laydown area and
excavations for the trenchless crossing (including pipe,
equipment and spoil storage). Ground investigation surveys
have identified that extensive de-watering will be required in
this area, additional land is therefore required to accommodate
a water management system including wells, pumps, water
storage and settlement lagoons to allow the controlled
dewatering and discharge of ground water.

TCA 7

Additional land is required to accommodate temporary laydown
area and excavations for the trenchless crossing (including
pipe, equipment and spoil storage). Ground investigation
surveys have identified that extensive de-watering will be
required in this area, additional land is therefore required to
accommodate a water management system including wells,
pumps, water storage and settlement lagoons to allow the
controlled dewatering and discharge of ground water. Safe
access and egress from the B1249 for construction vehicles,
including parking off the public road.
Additional land is required to accommodate:
•
•
•

TCA 8

•

a temporary construction compound for
Barmston Pumping Station;
a temporary construction compound for the
offshore Pipeline contractor;
a laydown area for the landfall of the offshore
pipeline to facilitate a trenchless crossing under
the cliffs (including excavations; pipe, equipment
and spoil storage; spoil management system
and lagoons; cabins; and a laydown area for the
welding of pipe); and
a temporary laydown area for the onshore
Pipeline;

These will include safe access and egress for construction
vehicles, parking off the public road, temporary storage of pipe,
equipment and materials delivered to site, welfare cabins.
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3.4

CONSTRUCTION COMPOUNDS

3.4.1

There are two Construction Compounds; one at Tollingham and another at
Driffield. These are required for site offices, welfare facilities and storage
during the construction period. They will be operational from the
commencement of construction of the pipelines through to the end of
construction of the pipelines. These Construction Compounds are shaded
dark blue on Figure 3.2. Tollingham Construction Compound (defined in
Schedule 1 of the DCO as Work No.7) is located adjacent to Holme
Industrial Estate to the east of Tolligham Block Valve. This Construction
Compound will be accessed off Skiff Lane.

3.4.2

Driffield Construction Compound (defined in Schedule 1 of the DCO as
Work No 12) is located to the west of Driffield adjacent to the A164 on the
site of the redundant Ministry of Defence (MoD) barracks.
This
Construction Compound will be accessed off the A164.

3.5

FLEXIBLE DRAINAGE AREAS

3.5.1

For some areas the specific drainage requirements have not yet been
determined as information from landowners regarding existing drainage has
not been forthcoming. A precautionary approach has been applied in the
development of the Application Boundary in these areas and larger areas
than would usually be necessary for the installation of drainage have been
applied for. These areas typically extend to the boundaries of the field that
the Cross Country Pipeline runs through, and will allow flexibility in the
design of drainage. These areas are described as Flexible Drainage Areas
(FDAs) and are shaded brown on Figure 3.2. These areas account for a
small proportion of the overall Application Boundary and only works
associated with drainage shall be undertaken in these areas.

3.6

PIPELINE MARKERS

3.1.1

During the reinstatement of boundaries, Pipeline markers will be installed to
indicate the route for future monitoring by air and line-walking. Boundary
marker posts will be supplemented by aerial marker posts. Please refer to
the DCO Part 2 Works Provisions Paragraph 7.

3.1.2

Marker posts will be located at all boundaries and other strategic locations
for example main rivers, road and rail crossings. Cathodic protection
system test posts will also be installed, and located so as to minimise
interference with agricultural activities. (Cathodic protection is a method of
protecting the Pipeline from corrosion using an impressed current and / or
sacrificial anode system).
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The local environment shall be taken into account when positioning marker
posts. Ground conditions, terrain (e.g. hilly/flat areas) and
trees/shrubs/crops shall be considered when positioning marker posts so
that they do not cause an obstruction in the line of sight.
Visibility of Marker Posts

3.1.4

A general principle for visibility is that from any location along the Pipeline
route at least one marker post shall be clearly visible in both directions.

3.1.5

In rural areas, to minimise disruption to Landowners, Tenants and the
Farming Community, marker posts should be sited at field boundaries. The
posts should be sited sufficiently clear of natural boundaries such as
hedges and shrubs to avoid becoming overgrown and obscured.

3.1.6

The route of a Pipeline through a road, rail, or other crossing, should be
marked so that the Pipeline position is clear to anyone carrying out works in
the vicinity. This may be achieved using a combination of aerial markers
and field boundary markers to supplement the general route marking.

3.1.7

The position of a Pipeline entering an Above Ground Installation, including
smaller sites such as block valve compounds, should be clearly marked
against the installation fence.
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Above Ground Installations

4.1

DRAX PIG TRAP

14

Site Description
4.1.1

Drax PIG Trap site is located adjacent to the eastern boundary of the
proposed White Rose CCS Project, is centred on Grid Reference SE 667
281 and is illustrated in Document 2.17. The site is located immediately to
the north of the existing Drax Power Station complex and west of New
Road (unclassified minor road). Carr Dike is to the northwest and the site
of the Drax Abbey Augustinian Priory to the north.

4.1.2

The PIG Trap site is located on an arable field. The southern boundary is
bordered by a Public Right of Way (PRoW) which connects Pear Tree
Avenue to Ash Spring Wood on the western side of Drax Power Station.
Drax Plc has proposed to permanently divert this PRoW as part of the
ordinary routine operations, and this does not form part of this Project or the
White Rose CCS Project itself. To the south of the PRoW there is a mixed
semi-natural woodland, which is separated from the PIG Trap site by a
track, fence and a dry ditch. The western side of the site is bounded by a
deep ditch which discharges into Carr Dike. Carr Dike forms the north
western boundary along which there is an unmanaged species rich
hedgerow. A 132kV Overhead Line (OHL) bounds the site to the east and
the boundary comprises a mix of scattered shrub a wet ditch and a post and
wire fence.
Site Use

4.1.3

Drax PIG Trap will contain a PIG Trap at the connection point between the
process pipe (carrying Carbon Dioxide from the White Rose CCS Project’s
Gas processing Unit) and the 324 mm transportation pipeline. The purpose
of the PIG Trap is to provide a facility to launch and receive PIGs used to
clean, gauge and inspect the transportation pipeline.
Design

4.1.4

Layout: A site layout has been developed (Document 2.18) which identifies
the locations of all buildings, individual items of pipework and internal
vehicular and pedestrian access routes.
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4.1.5

Appearance: Details of the external appearance of all buildings, including
materials of construction and colours of buildings and pipework.

4.1.6

Scale: Typical dimensions for all components of the PIG Trap site have
been identified including all buildings, pipework and fencing.

4.1.7

Access: Temporary and permanent vehicular access in and out of the PIG
Trap site have been identified.

4.1.8

Landscaping: Details of onsite landscaping (Document 2.23) around the
PIG Trap have been developed.

4.1.9

The draft DCO includes the Requirement for a post DCO submission of a
detailed drainage design which will include provision for attenuation
measures and interceptors.
Layout

4.1.10

The Planning Arrangement is illustrated In Document 2.18 and an isometric
visualisation is also illustrated in Document 2.21. These illustrate the
location and orientation of the instrument building, individual items of
pipework, equipment, site access and internal vehicular access routes,
security fencing and landscaping.

4.1.11

The footprint and the layout of Drax PIG Trap has been determined by the
operational requirements as well environmental, safety considerations
taken into account during the design. Further information about the design
process is contained within the Design and Access Statement (Document
7.3).

4.1.12

The PIG Trap site will be surrounded by a 1.2 m high post and rail boundary
fence. The equipment within the PIG Trap site will be surrounded by a 2.4
m high weld mesh security fence.

4.1.13

The area inside the security fence comprises an instrument building, above
ground pipework and equipment and internal vehicular access routes. The
instrument building is located inside the security fence east of the main
gate.

4.1.14 The above ground pipework is located in the centre of the site and consists
of piping bridles, bypasses, valves, actuators, vents, meters and filtration.
4.1.15 Internal access routes provide access from the main gate to the pipework.
The instrument building and above ground pipework is accessed via
pedestrian access routes which link to the internal vehicular access routes.
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4.1.16 Landscaping is proposed around the installation between the security fence
and boundary fence and comprises a mix of native woodland, scrub and
grass mixes. Detailed planting schedules Document 2.23 have been
prepared which accompany the DCO application.
Appearance
4.1.17

The instrument buildings will be steel clad or Glass Reinforced Plastic
(GRP) with a smooth finish. All buildings and above ground pipework and
equipment will be painted or coated olive green. The weld mesh security
fence and gates will be a galvanised finish. The instrument building will be
fitted with photo-voltaic roof panels to the building roof.

4.1.18 The internal vehicular access routes will be tarmac and the pedestrian
walkways will be paved. The area under the pipework will be surfaced with
stone chippings. A 2 m wide sterile strip also covered in stone chippings will
be left around the outside of the security fence.
4.1.19 The appearance of Drax PIG Trap is illustrated in Document 2.21.
4.1.20

A 6.5 m high wind turbine and a 4.6 m high pole mounted
telecommunications satellite dish will be attached to the instrument building.

4.1.21

Access and egress lighting will be provided. This will be fixed to external
walls of the buildings to allow safe access and egress to and from the
buildings. There will be no permanent operational lighting on the site, this
will be brought to site as appropriate.
Scale

4.1.22

The area of Drax PIG Trap Site inclusive of the access track is
approximately 0.59 ha. Table 2 below sets out the typical dimensions for
each of the buildings which make up Drax PIG Trap.

Table 2: Drax PIG Trap Typical Dimensions
Component

Length

Width

Height

Area inclusive of the
access track

Site

-

-

-

0.59 ha
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Table 2: Drax PIG Trap Typical Dimensions
Component

Length

Width

Height

Area inclusive of the
access track

Instrument
Building

5.0 m

3.0 m

3.2 m

15 m2

Pipework

-

-

1 m to 3 m

4.1.23 As the PIG Trap is located within a flood zone, to mitigate against the
potential flood risk all mechanical and electrical infrastructure will be raised
at least 1 m above the ground level. Any ground raising at this site will be
as a result of White Rose CCS project and will be assessed as part of their
Flood Risk Assessment.
Access
4.1.24

Permanent access to the site will be taken via the White Rose CCS Project
internal access roads. The access road will be gated at the entrance to the
site boundary by a 1.2 m high post and rail gate and again at the installation
entrance by a 2.4 m high security gate.

4.1.25 The internal vehicular access routes provide access into the site. These
will be used to provide access for maintenance activities and equipment
inspections. The instrument building and above ground pipework is
accessed via pedestrian paved walkways which link to the internal vehicular
access routes.
4.1.26 Parking for maintenance vehicles will be within the 1.2m high post and rail
fence.
4.1.27 The site will be operated remotely therefore the access requirements during
operation will be infrequent and normally limited to light goods vehicles.
There may be a requirement during the operational lifetime to undertake
maintenance works which will require the site to be accessed by Heavy
Goods Vehicles (HGV).
Landscaping
4.1.28 The landscape proposals include woodland planting with tree and shrub
species that reflect those already in place around the existing Drax Power
Station site as well as areas of scrub and species rich grassland or meadow
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to create more ecological diversity and allow inter-visibility within the site
while providing screening from properties and public rights of way to the
north east. Detailed planting schedules, (Document 2.23) have been
prepared which accompany the application for the DCO. All planting and
landscape works will be carried out in accordance with National Grid
Management Procedure for Maintenance of Landscaped Sites
NGC/MP/ENV/3.
4.2

CAMBLESFORTH MULTI-JUNCTION
Site Description

4.2.1

Camblesforth Multi-junction site is centred on Grid Reference SE 668 253
and illustrated in Document 2.24. The site is located within an agriculture
field to the south of the A645 and south east of Wade House Lane
(unclassified minor road).

4.2.2

The site is within an agricultural field surrounded by a line of mature trees
on all boundaries. Deep ditches run along the eastern and southern
boundaries. A track runs adjacent to the eastern and northern field
boundaries and connects north to Wade House Lane and the A645.
Site Use

4.2.3

Camblesforth Multi-junction is required to allow the connection of local
pipelines carrying Carbon Dioxide from regional emitters to connect into the
Cross Country Pipeline. Initially the site will accommodate a connection
from the White Rose CCS Project.

4.2.4

The Multi-junction has been designed to accommodate up to four pipeline
connections with the potential to serve emitters including the Don Valley
Power Project near Stainforth, Doncaster, in the Aire Valley and the South
Humber Bank. This has resulted in the Multi-junction being split into two
areas. Area A has been designed to accommodate up to two PIG Traps
one inlet from the White Rose CCS Project and one outlet to the Cross
Country Pipeline and is needed for the operation of the White Rose CCS
Power Station. Area B is an outline area providing capacity for a further
three PIG Traps and is needed to accommodate future connections to the
Cross Country Pipeline.
Design

4.2.5

The application for the Development Consent Order includes a design for
Camblesforth Multi-junction and an outline permission for Area B of
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Camblesforth Multi-junction. The level of design detail for this AGI is set out
below:
4.2.6

Layout: A site layout has been developed (Document 2.25) which identifies
the locations of the instrument building, individual items of pipework and
internal vehicular and pedestrian access routes. Area B is located to the
south of the above and provides space for a further three pipeline
connections in the future. Future development in Area B will consist of
above and below ground pipework.

4.2.7

Appearance: Details of the external appearance of all buildings, including
materials of construction and colours of buildings and pipework with the
exception of Area B.

4.2.8

Scale: Typical dimensions for all components of the Camblesforth Multijunction site have been identified including the instrument building,
pipework and fencing. Maximum parameters have been set for Area B.

4.2.9

Access: Temporary and permanent vehicular access in and out of the
Multi-junction site have been identified.

4.2.10

Landscaping: Details of onsite landscaping (Document 2.30) around the
Multi-junction site have been developed.

4.2.11

The draft DCO includes the Requirement for the subsequent submission of
a detailed drainage design which will include provision for attenuation
measures and interceptors as appropriate.
Layout

4.2.12

The Planning Arrangement is illustrated in Document 2.25 and an isometric
visualisation is also illustrated in Document 2.28. These illustrate the
location of Areas A and B and orientation of the instrument building,
individual items of pipework, equipment, site access and internal vehicular
access routes, security fencing and landscaping.

4.2.13

The footprint and the layout of Camblesforth Multi-junction has been
determined by the operational requirements, environmental and safety
considerations have also been taken into account during the design.
Further information about the design process is contained within the Design
and Access Statement (Document 7.3).

4.2.14 The Multi-junction will be surrounded by a 1.2 m high post and rail boundary
fence. The equipment within the Multi-junction will be surrounded by a 2.4
m high weld mesh security fence, topped with three strands of barbed wire.
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4.2.15 The area inside the 2.4 m security fence comprises an instrument building,
two PIG Traps, above ground pipework and internal vehicular access. The
instrument building is located inside the security fence in the north of the
site close to the main gate.
4.2.16

The above ground pipework is located in the centre and consists of isolation
valves and thermal relief valves.

4.2.17 Internal access routes provide access from the main gate continuing to the
west of the pipework. The instrument building and above ground pipework
is accessed via pedestrian access routes which link to the internal vehicular
access routes.
4.2.18 Landscaping is proposed around the installation between the security fence
and boundary fence and comprises a mix of native woodland, scrub and
grass mixes. Detailed planting schedules (Document 2.30) have been
prepared which accompany the application for the DCO.
Appearance
4.2.19 The instrument building will be steel clad with a smooth finish. The
instrument building and above ground pipework and equipment will be
painted or coated olive green. The weld mesh security fence and gates will
be a galvanised finish. The instrument building will be fitted with photovoltaic roof panels to the building roof.
4.2.20 The internal vehicular access routes will be tarmac and the pedestrian
walkways will be paved. The area under the pipework will be surfaced with
stone chippings. A 2 m wide sterile strip also covered in stone chippings will
be left around the outside of the 2.4 m high security fence.
4.2.21

Area B will be grassed until the additional PIG Traps are constructed to
facilitate future emitters.

4.2.22

The appearance of Camblesforth Multi-junction is illustrated in Document
2.28.

4.2.23 A 6.5 m high wind turbine will be attached to the instrument building and a
4.6 m high pole mounted telecommunications satellite dish is located to the
west of the instrument building.
4.2.24

Access and egress lighting will be provided. This will be fixed to the external
walls of the instrument building to allow safe access and egress to and from
the building. There will be no permanent operational lighting on the site.
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Scale
4.2.25

The Multi-junction Site inclusive of the access track is approximately 4.25
ha. Table 3 below sets out the typical dimensions for each of the buildings
which make up Camblesforth Multi-junction.

Table 3: Camblesforth Multi-junction Typical Dimensions
Component

Length

Width

Height

Area inclusive of the
access track

Site

-

-

-

4.25 ha

Instrument
Building

7.5 m

3.0 m

3.2 m

22.5 m2

Pipework

-

-

1 m to 3 m

-

4m
Maximum

0.57 ha

Area B

4.2.26 As the Multi-junction is located within a flood zone, to mitigate against the
potential flood risk all mechanical and electrical infrastructure will be raised
at least 1 m above the ground level. There will be no ground raising on the
site.
Access
4.2.27 A new permanent 4 m wide stone wide access road will connect the Multijunction with the A645 via the north of Wade House Lane. The existing
junction between the A645 and Wade House lane will be widened to allow
appropriate vehicle splays and the access road will follow around the
western edge of the field directly to the north of the Multi-junction crossing
the existing track before entering the Multi-junction site.
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4.2.28

The internal vehicular access routes provide vehicular access into the site.
These will be used to provide access for maintenance activities and
equipment inspections.
The instrument building and above ground
pipework is accessed via paved walkways which link to the internal
vehicular access routes.

4.2.29

Parking for maintenance vehicles within the Multi-junction boundary fence
will be on the Multi-junction internal road system.

4.2.30 The site will be operated remotely therefore the access requirements during
operation will be infrequent normally limited to light goods vehicles. There
may be a requirement during the operational lifetime to undertake
maintenance works which will require the site to be accessed by Heavy
Goods Vehicles (HGV).
Landscaping
4.2.31 The landscape proposals include native woodland and shrub planting and
areas of tussocky grassland. Woodland planting is in keeping with the
blocks of broadleaf plantation that are characteristic of the landscape.
Shrub planting including willow is in keeping with areas of scrub found
around ponds in the local area.
4.2.32

Hedgerows around the site would tie into existing field boundaries. Hedge
banks are proposed to provide suitable habitat for Grey partridge following
feedback from the landowner, which favour thick vegetation to provide
cover while foraging for insects. It is proposed to sow tussocky grass mix on
the hedge banks and in open areas around and within the boundary fence
to provide suitable vegetation cover.

4.2.33 The southern boundary of the site will include a line of standard trees and a
group of standard and feathered trees are located adjacent to the access
road. These will provide immediate screening of the Multi-junction site while
other planting becomes established.
4.2.34

Shrubs and grassland will be planted in areas where future pipelines would
need to be routed.

4.2.35 Detailed planting schedules (Document 2.30) have been prepared which
accompany the application for development consent. All planting and
landscape works will be carried out in accordance with National Grid
Management Procedure for Maintenance of Landscaped Sites
NGC/MP/ENV/3.
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TOLLINGHAM BLOCK VALVE
Site Description

4.3.1

Tollingham Block Valve site is centred on Grid Reference SE 824 361 and
illustrated in Document 2.31. The site is located within the southeast corner
of a field south of Skiff Lane (unclassified minor road) and west of the
former RAF Holme-upon-Spalding-Moor airfield.

4.3.2

The site is flat low lying agricultural land and is bordered to the east by
Throlam Drain and a mature woodland plantation. Field boundaries to the
north and south are composed of patchy hedgerow and individual trees.
Skiff Lane is located to the north of the site and Drain Lane to the South.
Site Use

4.3.3

Tollingham Block Valve will enable sections of the Pipeline to be isolated for
planned maintenance or in the event of an emergency.
Design

4.3.4

Layout: A site layout has been developed (Document 2.32) which identifies
the locations of the instrument building, individual items of pipework and
internal vehicular and pedestrian access routes.

4.3.5

Appearance: Details of the external appearance of the instrument building,
including materials of construction and the colour of the building and
pipework.

4.3.6

Scale: Typical dimensions for all components of the Block Valve site have
been identified including the building, pipework and fencing.

4.3.7

Access: Temporary and permanent vehicular access in and out of the
Tollingham Block Valve have been identified.

4.3.8

Landscaping: Details of onsite landscaping (Document 2.37) around
Tollingham Block Valve site have been developed.

4.3.9

The draft DCO includes the Requirement for a post DCO submission of a
detailed drainage design which will include provision for attenuation
measures and interceptors.
Layout

4.3.10

The Planning Arrangement is illustrated in Document 2.32 and an isometric
visualisation is also illustrated in Document 2.35. These illustrate the
location and orientation of the instrument building, individual items of
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pipework, equipment, site access and internal vehicular access routes,
security fencing and landscaping.
4.3.11

The footprint and the layout of Tollingham Block Valve has been
determined by the operational requirements as well as environmental and
safety considerations have also been taken into account during the design.
Further information about the design process is contained within the Design
and Access Statement (Document 7.3).

4.3.12 The Block Valve will be surrounded by a 1.2 m high post and rail boundary
fence. The equipment within the Block Valve will be surrounded by a 2.4 m
high weld mesh security fence, topped with three strands of barbed wire.
4.3.13 The area inside the 2.4 m security fence comprises an instrument building,
above ground pipework and equipment and internal vehicular access
routes. The instrument building is located inside the security fence in the
east of the site close to the main gate.
4.3.14 The above ground pipework is located in the centre of the site and consists
of piping bridles, bypasses, valves, actuators and vents.
4.3.15 Internal access routes provide access from the main gate continuing to the
north of the pipework. The instrument building and above ground pipework
is accessed via pedestrian access routes which link to the internal vehicular
access routes.
4.3.16 Landscaping is proposed around the installation between the security fence
and boundary fence and comprises a mix of native woodland, scrub and
grass mixes. Detailed planting schedules (Document 2.37) have been
prepared which accompany the DCO application.
Appearance
4.3.17 The instrument building will be steel clad with a smooth finish. The
instrument building and above ground pipework and equipment will be
painted or coated olive green. The weld mesh security fence and gates will
be a galvanised finish. The instrument building will be fitted with photovoltaic roof panels to the building roof.
4.3.18

The internal vehicular access routes will be tarmac and the pedestrian
walkways will be paved. The area under the pipework will be surfaced with
stone chippings. A 2 m wide sterile strip also covered in stone chippings will
be left around the outside of the 2.4 m high security fence.

4.3.19 The appearance of Tollingham Block Valve is illustrated in Document 2.35.
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4.3.20 A 6.5 m high wind turbine will be attached to the instrument building and a
3.4 m high pole mounted telecommunications satellite dish is located to the
south of the instrument building.
4.3.21

Access and egress lighting will be provided. This will be fixed to external
walls of the instrument building to allow safe access and egress to and from
the building. There will be no permanent operational lighting on the site.
Scale

4.3.22 The site inclusive of the access track is approximately 0.86 ha. Table 4
below sets out the typical dimensions for each of the buildings which make
up Tollingham Block Valve.

Table 4: Tollingham Block Valve Typical Dimensions
Component

Length

Width

Height

Area inclusive of the
access track

Site

-

-

-

0.86 ha

Instrument
Building

4.0 m

3.0 m

3.2 m

12 m2

Pipework

-

-

1 m to 3 m

-

4.3.23 As Tollingham Block Valve is located within flood zone 1. There is no
requirement to raise critical infrastructure above ground level. Critical
infrastructure such as electrical points are to be raised as high as possible
within the instrument building to protect against any residual risk.
Access
4.3.24 A new permanent 4 m wide stone access road will connect Tolllingam Block
Valve with the public highway at Skiff Lane. The access road is parallel
with the existing eastern field boundary. A new junction with Skiff Lane will
be constructed to allow appropriate vehicle splays.
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The internal vehicular access routes provide vehicular access into the site.
These will be used to provide access for maintenance activities and
equipment inspections.
The instrument building and above ground
pipework is accessed via paved walkways which link to the internal
vehicular access routes.

4.3.26 Parking for maintenance vehicles within the Block Valve boundary fence will
be on the Block Valve internal road system.
4.3.27 The site will be operated remotely therefore the access requirements during
operation will be infrequent normally limited to light goods vehicles. There
may be a requirement during the operational lifetime to undertake
maintenance works which will require the site to be accessed by Heavy
Goods Vehicles (HGV).
Landscaping
4.3.28 The landscape proposals include native woodland planting with tree and
shrub species that reflect those already existing in the vicinity. The
woodland planting will form a visual extension of the existing woodland
adjacent to the eastern boundary of the site. A wider area of planting to the
north provides screening of the site from Skiff Lane and the properties to
the north.
4.3.29 Hedge planting around the periphery of the site fits with the existing field
boundaries. The northern site boundary includes standard trees to provide
a level of immediate screening while other planting becomes established.
The banks of Throlam drain have been left clear of planting.
Detailed planting schedules (Document 2.37) have been prepared which
accompany the application for a DCO. All planting and landscape works
will be carried out in accordance with National Grid Management Procedure
for Maintenance of Landscaped Sites NGC/MP/ENV/3.
4.4

DALTON BLOCK VALVE
Site Description

4.4.1

Dalton Block Valve site is centred on Grid Reference SE 950 478 and
illustrated in Document 2.38. The site is located in the south east corner of
a field to the south of Lund Wold Road (unclassified minor road) and north
of Holme Wold Road (unclassified minor road).

4.4.2

The site is located within an agricultural field and bordered to the south by
Bulmers Triangle Plantation and a PRoW located along the eastern
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boundary of the site leading to the plantation. The field boundaries which
surround the site are composed of species poor intact hedgerows.
4.4.3

The site is at an elevation of approximately 40 m Above Ordnance Datum
(AOD) and slopes down to the south to a shallow valley at approximately 35
m AOD. Some levelling and cut and fill will be required to create a level site.
Site Use

4.4.4

Dalton Block Valve will enable sections of the Pipeline to be isolated for
planned maintenance or in the event of an emergency.
Design

4.4.5

Layout: A site layout has been developed (Document 2.39) which identifies
the locations of the instrument building, individual items of pipework and
internal vehicular and pedestrian access routes.

4.4.6

Appearance: Details of the external appearance of the instrument building,
including materials of construction and the colour of the building and
pipework.

4.4.7

Scale: Typical dimensions for all components of the Block Valve site have
been identified including the building, pipework and fencing.

4.4.8

Access: Temporary and permanent vehicular access in and out of the
Dalton Block Valve have been identified.

4.4.9

Landscaping: Details of onsite landscaping (Document 2.44) around
Dalton Block Valve site have been developed.

4.4.10

The draft DCO includes the Requirement for a post DCO submission of a
detailed drainage design which will include provision for attenuation
measures and interceptors.
Layout

4.4.11

The Planning Arrangement is illustrated in Document 2.39 and an isometric
visualisation is also illustrated in Document 2.42. These illustrate the
location and orientation of the instrument building, individual items of
pipework, equipment, site access and internal vehicular access routes,
security fencing and landscaping.

4.4.12

The footprint and the layout of Dalton Block Valve has been determined by
the operational requirements as well as environmental and safety
considerations have also been taken into account during the design.
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Further information about the design process is contained within the Design
and Access Statement (Document 7.3).
4.4.13 The Block Valve will be surrounded by a 1.2 m high post and rail boundary
fence. The equipment within the Block Valve will be surrounded by a 2.4 m
high weld mesh security fence, topped with three strands of barbed wire.
4.4.14 The area inside the 2.4 m security fence comprises an instrument building,
above ground pipework and equipment and internal vehicular access
routes. The instrument building is located inside the security fence in the
east of the site close to the main gate.
4.4.15 The above ground pipework is located in the centre of the site and consists
of piping bridles, bypasses, valves, actuators and vents.
4.4.16 Internal access routes provide access from the main gate continuing to the
north of the pipework. The instrument building and above ground pipework
is accessed via pedestrian access routes which link to the internal vehicular
access routes.
4.4.17 Landscaping is proposed around the installation between the security fence
and boundary fence and comprises a mix of native woodland, scrub and
grass mixes. Detailed planting schedules (Document 2.44) have been
prepared which accompany the DCO.
Appearance
4.4.18 The instrument building will be steel clad with a smooth finish. The
instrument building and above ground pipework and equipment will be
painted or coated olive green. The weld mesh security fence and gates will
be a galvanised finish. The instrument building will be fitted with photovoltaic roof panels to the building roof.
4.4.19 The internal vehicular access routes will be tarmac and the pedestrian
walkways will be paved. The area under the pipework will be surfaced with
stone chippings. A 2 m wide sterile strip also covered in stone chippings will
be left around the outside of the 2.4 m high security fence.
4.4.20 The appearance of Dalton Block Valve is illustrated in Document 2.42.
4.4.21 A 6.5 m high wind turbine will be attached to the instrument building and a
3.4 m high pole mounted telecommunications satellite dish is located to the
south of the instrument building.
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Access and egress lighting will be provided. This will be fixed to external
walls of the instrument building to allow safe access and egress to and from
the building. There will be no permanent operational lighting on the site.
Scale

4.4.23

The site inclusive of the access track is approximately 0.97 ha. Table 5
below sets out the typical dimensions for each of the buildings which make
up Dalton Block Valve.

Table 5: Dalton Block Valve Typical Dimensions
Component

Length

Width

Height

Area inclusive of the
access track

Site

-

-

-

0.97 ha

Instrument
Building

4.0 m

3.0 m

3.2 m

12 m2

Pipework

-

-

1m to 3 m

-

4.4.24 As Dalton Block Valve is located within flood zone 1. There is no
requirement to raise critical infrastructure above ground level. Critical
infrastructure such as electrical points is raised as high as possible within
the instrument building to protect against any residual risk.
Access
4.4.25 A new permanent 4 m wide stone access road will connect Dalton Block
Valve with the public highway at Lund Wold Road. The access road is
parallel with the existing eastern field boundary. A new junction with Lund
Wold Road will allow appropriate vehicle splays.
4.4.26

The internal vehicular access routes provide vehicular access into the site.
These will be used to provide access for maintenance activities and
equipment inspections.
The instrument building and above ground
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pipework is accessed via paved walkways which link to the internal
vehicular access routes.
4.4.27 Parking for maintenance vehicles within the Block Valve boundary fence will
be on the Block Valve internal road system.
4.4.28 The site will be operated remotely therefore the access requirements during
operation will be infrequent normally limited to light goods vehicles. There
may be a requirement during the operational lifetime to undertake
maintenance works which will require the site to be accessed by Heavy
Goods Vehicles (HGV).
Landscaping
4.4.29 The landscape proposals include native woodland planting with tree and
shrub species that reflect those already in the vicinity. The woodland
planting will tie into the existing plantation to the south east and hedgerows
around the site will connect with existing hedgerow boundaries. No hedge
trees are included as they are not a feature of the surrounding landscape.
4.4.30 Detailed planting schedules (Document 2.44) have been prepared which
accompany the application for a DCO. All planting and landscape works
will be carried out in accordance with National Grid Management Procedure
for Maintenance of Landscaped Sites NGC/MP/ENV/3.
4.5

SKERNE BLOCK VALVE
Site Description

4.5.1

Skerne Block Valve site is centred on Grid Reference TA 058 546 and
illustrated in Document 2.45. The site is located to the southeast of the
village of Skerne. The site is located in the northeast corner of a field to the
south of an access track from Main Street (unclassified minor road) to
Copper Hall.

4.5.2

The site is within agricultural land bordered to the north and east by the
access track to Copper Hall which also accommodates a PRoW. A
woodland block is located to the east of the site and a drain which
discharges into the River Hull is located approximately 200 m to the south
of the site.
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Site Use
4.5.3

Skerne Block Valve will enable sections of the Pipeline to be isolated for
planned maintenance or in the event of an emergency.
Design

4.5.4

Layout: A site layout has been developed (Document 2.46) which identifies
the locations of the instrument building, individual items of pipework and
internal vehicular and pedestrian access routes.

4.5.5

Appearance: Details of the external appearance of the instrument building,
including materials of construction and the colour of the building and
pipework.

4.5.6

Scale: Typical dimensions for all components of the Block Valve site have
been identified including the building, pipework and fencing.

4.5.7

Access: Temporary and permanent vehicular access in and out of the
Skerne Block Valve have been identified.

4.5.8

Landscaping: Details of onsite landscaping (Document 2.51) around
Skerne Block Valve site have been developed.

4.5.9

The draft DCO includes the Requirement for a post DCO submission of a
detailed drainage design which will include provision for attenuation
measures and interceptors.
Layout

4.5.10

The Planning Arrangement is illustrated in Document 2.46 and an isometric
visualisation is also illustrated in Document 2.49. These illustrate the
location and orientation of the instrument building, individual items of
pipework, equipment, site access and internal vehicular access routes,
security fencing and landscaping.

4.5.11

The footprint and the layout of Skerne Block Valve has been determined by
the operational, environmental and safety considerations have also been
taken into account during the design. Further information about the design
process is contained within the Design and Access Statement (Document
7.3).

4.5.12 The Block Valve will be surrounded by a 1.2 m high post and rail boundary
fence. The equipment within the Block Valve will be surrounded by a 2.4 m
high weld mesh security fence, topped with three strands of barbed wire.
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4.5.13 The area inside the 2.4 m security fence comprises an instrument building,
above ground pipework and equipment and internal vehicular access
routes. The instrument building is located inside the security fence in the
north of the site close to the main gate.
4.5.14 The above ground pipework is located in the centre of the site and consists
of piping bridles, bypasses, valves, actuators and vents.
4.5.15 Internal access routes provide access from the main gate continuing to the
north of the pipework. The instrument building and above ground pipework
is accessed via pedestrian access routes which link to the internal vehicular
access routes.
4.5.16 Landscaping is proposed around the installation between the security fence
and boundary fence and comprises a mix of native woodland, scrub and
grass mixes. Detailed planting schedules (Document 2.51) have been
prepared which accompany the DCO.
Appearance
4.5.17 The instrument building will be steel clad with a smooth finish. The
instrument building and above ground pipework and equipment will be
painted or coated olive green. The weld mesh security fence and gates will
be a galvanised finish. The instrument building will be fitted with photovoltaic roof panels to the building roof.
4.5.18 The internal vehicular access routes will be tarmac and the pedestrian
walkways will be paved. The area under the pipework will be surfaced with
stone chippings. A 2 m wide sterile strip also covered in stone chippings will
be left around the outside of the 2.4 m high security fence.
4.5.19 The appearance of Skerne Block Valve is illustrated in Document 2.49).
4.5.20 A 6.5 m high wind turbine will be attached to the instrument building and a
3.4 m high pole mounted telecommunications satellite dish is located to the
southwest of the instrument building.
4.5.21

Access and egress lighting will be provided. This will be fixed to external
walls of the instrument building to allow safe access and egress to and from
the building. There will be no permanent operational lighting on the site.
Scale

4.5.22

The site inclusive of the access track is approximately 1.35 ha. Table 6
below sets out the dimensions for each of the buildings which make up
Skerne Block Valve.
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Table 6: Skerne Block Valve Typical Dimensions
Component

Length

Width

Height

Area inclusive of the
access track

Site

-

-

-

1.35 ha

Instrument
Building

4.0 m

3.0 m

3.2 m

12 m2

Pipework

-

-

1 m to 3 m

-

4.5.23 As Skerne Block Valve is located within an area at risk of flood from surface
and groundwater, to mitigate against the potential flood risk all mechanical
and electrical infrastructure will be raised at least 0.3 m above the ground
level. There will be no ground raising on the site.
Access
4.5.24

A new permanent 4 m wide stone access road will connect Skerne Block
Valve with the public highway at Main Street Skerne. The existing track
between main Street Skerne and Copper Hall will be developed into an
access road from main Street Skerne to the Block Valve entrance gates.
The existing junction between the existing access track and main Street
Skerne will be modified to allow appropriate vehicle splays.

4.5.25

The internal vehicular access routes provide vehicular access into the site.
These will be used to provide access for maintenance activities and
equipment inspections.
The instrument building and above ground
pipework is accessed via paved walkways which link to the internal
vehicular access routes.

4.5.26 Parking for maintenance vehicles within the Block Valve boundary fence will
be on the Block Valve internal road system.
4.5.27 The site will be operated remotely therefore the access requirements during
operation will be infrequent normally limited to light goods vehicles. There
may be a requirement during the operational lifetime to undertake
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maintenance works which will require the site to be accessed by Heavy
Goods Vehicles (HGV).
Landscaping
4.5.28 The landscape proposals include native woodland planting with tree and
shrub species that reflect those already existing in the vicinity.
4.5.29 The woodland planting will tie into the existing woodland plantation to the
east of the site. The hedgerows will fit with the existing field boundaries.
The northern boundary of the site includes standard trees these will provide
some immediate screening of the site whilst the other planting becomes
established. This is in keeping with the surrounding hedgerows that are
characterised by mature hedge trees.
Detailed planting schedules (Document 2.51) have been prepared which
accompany the application for a DCO. All planting and landscape works
will be carried out in accordance with National Grid Management Procedure
for Maintenance of Landscaped Sites NGC/MP/ENV/3.
4.6

BARMSTON PUMPING STATION
Site Description

4.6.1

The Pumping Station site is centred on Grid Reference TA 159 609 and is
illustrated in Document 2.9. The site is located on relatively flat agricultural
land approximately 1.3 km to the north of Barmston and 0.75 km to the
southeast of Fraisthorpe.

4.6.2

The site comprises of approximately 14.74 ha of land, made up from three
agricultural fields, accessed off the A165 Bridlington Road via Sands Road.

4.6.3

The topography is relatively flat, with the exception of Hamilton Hill which
acts as a distinctive landscape feature within the area.

4.6.4

The site comprises three agricultural fields with field drains and gappy
remnant hedgerows. The field boundaries are typical of the coastal
landscape setting and forms part of the wider coastal farmland landscape.
An existing drain runs south to north through the centre of the site. This
drain will be retained and enhanced as part of the Barmston Pumping
Station.
Site Use

4.6.5

The Barmston Pumping Station is required to maintain the pressure of liquid
Carbon Dioxide within the Pipeline for the transportation offshore and to
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enhance the volumes of Carbon Dioxide that can be transported by the
Pipeline for offshore storage
Design
4.6.6

The application for the Development Consent Order includes an outline
design for the Barmston Pumping Station. The level of design detail for this
AGI is set out below:

4.6.7

Layout: A design has been developed (Document 2.10) which identifies the
locations of the two pump buildings, administration building, workshop,
switch house, nitrogen air building, ancillary buildings, substation enclosure,
Variable Speed Device (VSD) units, above ground pipework and internal
vehicular and pedestrian access routes. The site is also enclosed on all
sides by landscape mounds.

4.6.8

Appearance: the mounded landscape will enclose the site into the wider
landscape setting but also acts as a strong visual feature. The
administration building, workshop and switch house buildings have been
positioned to act as a modern farmstead, taking inspiration from the
surrounding farm building. A materials palette has been developed for the
buildings and surface and boundary treatments.

4.6.9

Scale: A parameter plan has been developed within which the component
parts of the Pumping Station site will be developed. Table 7 details the
parameters for each of the component parts.

4.6.10

Access: Temporary and permanent vehicular access in and out of the
Pumping Station have been identified.

4.6.11

Landscaping: Details of outline onsite landscaping strategy (Document
2.16) around Barmston Pumping Station has been developed. The
landscape treatment of the mound will be designed for the benefit of
biodiversity through considered choice of grassland and wildflower species.
Layout

4.6.12

The design for the Barmston Pumping Station is illustrated in Document
2.10. The Barmston Pumping Station has been designed to integrate into
the existing landscape setting. Further information about the design process
is contained within the Design and Access Statement (Document 7.3). The
component buildings will be developed within the parameters shown in
Document 2.14. The following provides a description of the concept design.

4.6.13 The site is enclosed by a mounded landscape in response to views of the
site from the A165 and Fraisthorpe.
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The two Pump Buildings are the tallest buildings on site at 9 m above
ground level and are located in the centre of the site. The buildings are
formed in a way which can be constructed in phases as and when they are
required. The Pump Buildings house pumping units which will process the
Carbon Dioxide from the incoming Pipeline and re-pressure it for onward
transportation.

4.6.15 The nitrogen air building is located between the Pump Buildings and the
VSD buildings. The height of this building is 7 m above ground level,
rectangular in shape and contains compressors, condensers and dryers to
process air via the receivers into nitrogen and instrument air for purging, dry
gas seals and instrumentation purposes.
4.6.16 Eight VSD buildings (as required) will be located between the Pump
Buildings and the northern mound. There are currently two VSD options. If
mechanical VSDs are used these will be located within the Pump Buildings
themselves. If electronic VSDs are used these will positioned as described
above.
4.6.17 The administration building is adjacent to the northern boundary of the site.
The height of this building is 9 m above ground level and contains office
and welfare facilities for staff and visitors and a control room for
maintenance personnel. The building is connected to the site workshop and
switch house and have been positioned to appear as a modern farmstead.
4.6.18 The substation enclosure is located to the south of the administration
building. The substation includes transformers and switch gear up to 5 m
above ground level. This will be enclosed within its own 3 m high perimeter
fence.
4.6.19 The ancillary buildings include an instrument building, analyser building and
associated bottle store and the hydraulic control and umbilical support
buildings. These are located within the centre of the site within or adjacent
to the above ground pipework.
4.6.20 A vent stack is located in the centre of the site. This will be 300 mm in
diameter and 8 m high.
4.6.21 The above ground pipework is located to the south of the Pump Buildings in
the centre of the site.
4.6.22 Internal access routes provide access to the main buildings. The ancillary
buildings and above ground pipework is accessed via pedestrian access
routes which link to the internal vehicular access routes.
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4.6.23 Landscaping is proposed around the installation between the security fence
and boundary fence and comprises a mix of native woodland, scrub and
grass mixes. An outline planting strategy (Document 2.16) has been
prepared which accompanies the DCO application.
Appearance
4.6.24 A materials palette has been developed to reduce the amount of hardstanding within the site, to minimise the hard appearance of the site.
4.6.25 A range of natural materials including timber, stone cobbles and brick and
green roofs will be used to construct / clad structures. The administration
building, workshop and switch house are designed to appear as a cluster of
buildings in a farmstead type arrangement. The Pump and nitrogen air
buildings will be constructed from timber battens to reflect the local
Yorkshire board style cladding used in agricultural buildings. The roofs of
the Pump and nitrogen air buildings are intended to use green roof
technology. All ancillary buildings will be clad in either timber or metal.
4.6.26 Alternative paving solutions including grass reinforced paving will be used
where possible within the site to reduce the amount and appearance of
hard standing. The exception to this will be around the Pipeline
infrastructure and around the administration building where more standard
paving solutions are proposed to ease pedestrian movement.
4.6.27

The area around and under the above ground pipework will be gravel of a
similar tone and colour to the stone used within the gabian walls.

4.6.28 The perimeter fencing will be a 3 m high. The perimeter fence will be
integrated through a range of boundary treatments including colour, tree
and hedgerow planting on either side and the realignment of existing
drainage ditches to lower the apparent height of the fence in key views.
4.6.29 Lighting will be mounted onto the external walls of buildings. The lighting
will be zoned to provide light only where required. Lighting will only be
required for and limited to occasional maintenance.
Scale
4.6.30 The area of the site is 14.74 ha. Document 2.14 and Figure 3.3 illustrates
the parameters and Table 7 describes the parameters which make up
Barmston Pumping Station.
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3.3
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Table 7: Barmston Pumping Station Parameters
Parameter
Zone 1

4.6.31

Area within which infrastructure up to 9 m will be developed.
This includes the Pump Houses and Vent Stack.

Zone 2

Area within which infrastructure up to 9 m will be developed.
This includes the administration building, workshop and switch
house.

Zone 3

Area within which infrastructure up to 7 m will be developed.
This includes the Nitrogen Building and VSDs

Zone 4

Area within which infrastructure up to 5 m will be developed.
This includes the substation.

Zone 5

Area within which infrastructure up to 3 m will be developed.
This includes the above ground pipework.

Zone 6

Area within which no building infrastructure will be developed.
This parameter includes the existing drain which will be
maintained and enhanced as part of the Pumping Station.

Zone 7

Area within which the landscape mound and landscaping will
be developed.

As Barmston Pumping Station is located within flood zone 1. There is no
requirement to raise critical infrastructure above ground level. Critical
infrastructure such as electrical points would be raised as high as possible
within the instrument building to protect against any residual risk.
Access

4.6.32 The site will be accessed from Sands Road which connects with the A165,
Bridlington Road. A new junction will connect the access roads with Sands
Road which will accommodate the appropriate vehicle splays. The new
access will be tarmac with a kerb.
4.6.33 The site will be operated remotely therefore the access requirements during
operation will be infrequent normally limited to light goods vehicles. There
may be a requirement during the operational lifetime to undertake
maintenance works which will require the site to be accessed by Heavy
Goods Vehicles (HGV).
Landscaping
4.6.34

A soft landscape design will use a range of trees and shrub species, typical
of the local landscape character to supplement existing field boundaries
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and trees. This will include a proportion of native evergreen species to aid
year round visual screening and integration of the site. Grass and wildflower
species mixes will be reflective of the existing surrounding agricultural
landscape and be designed to enhance biodiversity. Species rich grassland
and shade /moisture tolerant ground flora will also be sown in key areas to
enhance biodiversity at field margins.
4.7

AGI TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION AREAS

4.7.1

TCAs are required for each AGI to facilitate the temporary construction
works for that AGI including vehicle parking, materials storage, cabins and
welfare facilities. These are adjacent to each of the six AGIs and are
highlighted in Green on Figure 3.2.
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5

Construction

5.1

INTRODUCTION

5.1.1

This chapter provides information about how the Onshore Scheme is likely
to be constructed. The chapter focuses on those aspects of the construction
that could influence effects on the environment, rather than detailing all
methods and procedures likely to be adopted. A copy of the full
Construction Report is included in the DCO submission (Document 7.6).

5.2

GENERAL PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION

5.2.1

The Pipeline will be constructed in accordance with PD8010 Code of
Practice for Pipelines – Part 1 Steel Pipelines on Land.

5.2.2

Cross Country Pipeline construction is a well-established technique that can
be applied to all welded steel pipelines, whether they carry natural gas or
Carbon Dioxide. Construction is undertaken on a “production line” basis i.e.
by a series of different specialist ‘crews’ who each perform a specific
function and move along the Pipeline route. In general terms the following
crews will be employed for the construction of a pipeline including but not
limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

survey (to peg the route and locate and mark existing services);
working width preparation;
fencing;
pre-construction drainage;
topsoil strip;
archaeological surveys and watching brief;
levelling and benching;
breaking up of rock (if encountered);
pipe stringing (lay out the pipe along the working width);
field bending (i.e. pipes bent to angles previously determined by
the bending engineer);
welding and inspection (preparation, front end welding, back end
welding, fabrication welding);
non-destructive weld testing;
joint coating;
trench excavation;
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lower and lay;
backfill;
pipeline tie-ins;
re-grading of soil;
post-construction drainage;
reinstatement (cross-ripping of subsoil and reinstatement of
topsoil, boundary walls hedges and fences);
hydrostatic testing and final tie-ins (swab and gauge pipeline test
sections, fill, test and dewater); and
commissioning (final gauge plate and calliper surveys, drying and
commissioning).

5.2.3

In addition, special crews will be established for operations such as road,
rail, river and canal crossings. These activities are normally carried out
independently of the normal sequence of works.

5.2.4

Where elements of the above list are particularly relevant to the
understanding of likely environmental effects, further information is provided
below.
Pre-Construction

5.2.5

Prior to construction the location and condition of existing land drainage will
be established and a record of condition compiled. Where necessary, new
field drains will be installed.
Working Width

5.2.6

All construction activities will normally be undertaken within a fenced strip of
land, known as the working width. This will generally be 36 m wide
although this may be narrowed in areas with particular constraints or to
minimise impacts to sensitive sites. A wider working width is necessary at
some locations for example road, watercourse, railway and service
crossings, in areas of side slopes, at some hedge crossings and at some
intersection points (IPs) where the Pipeline route changes direction, in order
to facilitate safe working, storage, manoeuvring and parking.

5.2.7

At special crossings, the working width would be increased to 51 m (on both
sides of the crossing) so as to provide a laydown area for pipe The length of
the widened section of working width will be 1.5 times the width of the
crossing, with a minimum length of 30 m. For special crossings such as the
River Ouse and River Hull larger working areas will be required.
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5.2.8

Access points will be created onto the working width at road crossings. The
access opening at road crossings will generally be a double gate width of
approximately 12 m. This width, together with a set-back, will provide
adequate turning radii for HGV’s at access points to the right-of-way. Areas
of hardcore will be provided to allow parking for construction vehicles off
public roads.

5.2.9

Working width preparation involves the clearance of field boundaries and
the ‘fluming’ or bridging of watercourses. The cleared section of hedges or
walls will be less than the total working width. The length of the gap will
depend on the angle of the boundary to the working width. At field
boundaries this will typically be 20 m where hedgerows are crossed at right
angles and greater where hedges are crossed at an angle. At major roads
approximately 25 m will be required where access is required for pipe and
plant delivery, however, a 15m gap is more likely at small road crossings.
Hedgerows and scrub within the working width will be removed or flailed /
coppiced in winter to deter nesting birds.

5.2.10

If appropriate, ditches / small streams will be flumed by the installation of
temporary pipes and ramped over to create a continuous running track for
construction vehicles and allow continuous flow of water within the ditch,
with permission of the regulatory authority. Where necessary, imported
materials will be laid on geotextile sheet to facilitate their removal at the end
of construction.
Topsoil Stripping

5.2.11 The topsoil will be stripped across the working width, using appropriate
earth moving equipment. The width of topsoil to be stripped should
generally be that required to contain the trench, the pipe sections, the
excavation plant, the temporary running track and the width required for
stacking the subsoil. The full depth of the topsoil will be stripped and stored
carefully to one side of the working width in such a way that it is not mixed
with subsoil or trafficked over by vehicles or plant. Typically the topsoil
bunds will be 8 m wide and up to 3 m high to avoid compaction from the
weight of the soil. Storage time will be kept to a practicable minimum to
reduce the risk of physical damage and compaction. Gaps are left in the
topsoil heap to prevent flooding and ponding. Uncultivated soil, for example
topsoil stripped from hedgerow banks, conservation road verges, the banks
of watercourses or woodland strips will be stored separately from other
excavated material.
5.2.12 Following topsoil stripping, some areas of the working width may be
benched (levelled) or graded to enable safe working.
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Temporary Access Roads
5.2.13 In general, access will be restricted to the fenced working width and
vehicles will use the running track. Access will be gained to and from the
public highway at road crossings. Where the proposed Pipeline route
crosses a public road a temporary access will be created.
Trench Excavation
5.2.14 The pipe trench will be dug either with trenching machines or mechanical
excavators straddling or standing alongside the Pipeline centreline. The
depth will be variable but will allow a minimum reinstated cover of 1.2 m
over the top of the Pipeline in agricultural land (see Section 3.3 Depths of
Cover).
5.2.15

The material excavated from the pipe trench will generally be stored on the
opposite side of the working width from the topsoil to prevent mixing of
subsoil and topsoil, which might hinder reinstatement. If during the
excavation of the trench, the upper layers of the subsoil are of significantly
better quality than the lower layers, the layers will be excavated and stored
separately to allow them to be replaced in the same position as prior to
removal.

5.2.16 The pipe trench will be left open for the minimum length of time as is
practicable.
5.2.17

In areas where angular rocks or sharp stones are encountered, the pipe will
need to be bedded on and surrounded by sand or similar material to
prevent damage to the pipe and coating.

5.2.18 Should ground conditions warrant it, trench supports and close sheet piling
along the sides of the Pipeline trench would be used to aid construction and
provide a safe working environment.
5.2.19

In some wet areas, or areas of high water table, de-watering of the pipe
trench and excavations may be required.
Lower and Lay

5.2.20 Following trench excavation the welded pipe sections will be carefully
lowered into the trench in a continuous operation using sideboom tractors
or equivalent plant. The lengths of Pipeline are welded together to form a
continuous pipe string ready for hydro-testing operations.
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Backfilling
5.2.21 The pipe trench will then be backfilled, where possible with the material
taken from the trench in the reverse order in which it was excavated. Sand
(or similar material) padding and surround may be used to protect the pipe
if the backfill material is particularly unsuitable and in areas of rock.
5.2.22 The backfilled materials will be consolidated in layers by tamping or rolling
to ensure consolidation comparable with the adjacent subsoil. Any excess
material may be spread within the working width, and to ‘crown’ the trench
to allow for settlement and to aid consolidation.
5.2.23 Where necessary, outfall drains will be re-connected across the trench as
part of the backfill operation.
5.2.24 Where necessary additional post construction drainage will be laid within
the working width to ensure that the integrity of the drainage infrastructure
affected by construction is adequately restored. Detailed drainage design
will have regard to soil type, existing drainage systems and land levels.
Where drains have to cross the working width drainage pipes will be
adequately supported across the reinstated trenchline.
5.2.25

Where there is a risk of the trench itself acting as a drain, with the risk of
undermining the pipe, impermeable barriers will be installed to prevent
water migration along the trench line. These barriers may be tied into the
post construction drainage scheme if necessary.
Reinstatement

5.2.26 After re-grading of the working width to reflect the original profile, subsoil
will be ripped to relieve compaction and stones (greater than 50 mm) and
debris will be removed prior to topsoil replacement. Topsoil will be respread across the working width to its former depth. After replacement, the
topsoil will be cultivated and stone picked as necessary. The separately
stored topsoil from uncultivated areas including hedgerow banks and banks
of watercourses will be spread back over the areas from which they were
taken.
5.2.27

Agricultural areas will be returned to their former land-use as rapidly as
possible. Generally on arable land the fences are taken down to allow the
cultivation of the field as a whole whereas on permanent pasture the fences
are retained in order to restrict access to livestock until the re-seeded sward
has sufficiently recovered to withstand grazing pressures. National Grid will
seek to agree these procedures with the landowner/occupier before work
begins.
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Integrity Testing and Inspection
5.2.28 The Pipeline will be internally cleaned in sections to ensure removal of all
debris. It will then be hydrostatically tested to prove its integrity in
accordance with the relevant specifications. Water required for testing will
be sourced and discharged from the same catchment location or sourced
from groundwater and discharged with the agreement of the Environment
Agency and the quality of the water being discharged will be monitored.
Programme of Pipeline Construction
5.2.29

Pipeline construction will be programmed for completion in one ‘Pipeline
construction season’ (beginning of April to the end of September). With
some pre-construction preliminary works being undertaken prior to
construction such as hedgerow removal which needs to be conducted
before March to avoid the bird nesting season.

5.2.30

Figure 3.5 illustrates the typical construction of a Pipeline.
Figure 3.5 Pipeline Construction
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5.3

SPECIAL CROSSINGS

5.3.1

The trenching methodology described in Sections 5.2.14 to 5.2.19 is
modified for road, railway, river, canal, ditch and service crossings. The
crossing schedule is provided in Appendix 6.3.1 (Document 6.3.1) and
illustrated on Figure 3.4. Typical methods of construction fall into two
categories, open cut and non-open cut (or trenchless).

5.3.2

The adopted methods of construction will depend on topography, existing
services, and site investigation information and on the requirements of the
appropriate consenting authorities.
Open Cut Crossings

5.3.3

Details of open cut crossing techniques are included in Appendix 6.3.2
(Document 6.3.2).
Watercourses – Dry Open Cut

5.3.4

Most minor watercourse/ditch crossings will be carried out using a dry open
cut trench methodology. In dry open cut methods water flow is maintained
by damming and over pumping or using temporary “flume” pipes installed in
the bed of the watercourse.
Roads – Open Cut

5.3.5

The majority of roads will be crossed by a non-open cut technique. Open
cut methods are proposed to cross the following minor roads:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.3.6

Pear Tree Avenue, Long Drax (Work No. 3B / ST1- ST2)
Brickhill Lane, Drax (Work No. 3F / ST3 – ST4)
Kiplingcotes Lane, Market Weighton (Work No. 8H / ST5 – ST6)
Kiplingcotes Racecourse Road, Etton (Work No. 8J / ST7 – ST8)
Park Road, South Dalton (Work No. 8K . ST9 – ST10)
Holme Wold Road, Holme on the Wolds (Work No. 8L / ST11 –
ST12)
Unnamed Road from Bracken Lane to Burnbutts Lane, Watton
(Work No. 10F / ST13 – ST14)

These will require a temporary road closure during the crossing works
Non Open Cut (Trenchless) Crossings

5.3.7

There are several non-excavation Pipeline construction techniques. These
include auger boring, grundoram, tunnelling including pipe-jacks,
microtunnelling, direct pipe and horizontal directional drilling (HDD). These
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techniques vary in the method used to install the Pipeline without disturbing
the surface. The various trenchless methods are briefly described in
Document 6.3.2.
5.3.8

Trenchless methods will be used to cross the majority of the roads, live
railways, and the main watercourses. Generally, all non-open cut crossings
are constructed at a minimum depth of 1.7 m under small watercourses and
ditches, 2 m below roads and main rivers and 4.3 m below railways.
However, the actual design will be submitted to the appropriate body for
approval prior to construction.

5.3.9

All main rivers and, where practicable, Water Framework Directive (WFD)
designated watercourses will be crossed using non-open cut methods.

5.3.10

The River Ouse is likely to be crossed using HDD. This will require a large
area of temporary land take on either side of the proposed crossing to
accommodate the equipment, drilling fluid management system and
laydown area for the pipe. A length of pipe the width of the crossing has to
be laid out and welded above ground before being pulled through the drilled
bore in one continuous operation.

5.3.11

The River Hull / Driffield Canal are likely to be crossed in one operation.
Tunneling and HDD techniques are currently under consideration for this
crossing, which would install the Pipeline under Main Drain, the River Hull,
Driffield Canal and the B1249 Frodingham Road in one operation.
Geotechnical borehole surveys conducted to date have indicated that
extensive de-watering would be required to allow excavation of shafts and
for tunneling to be carried out in dry conditions. Allowance has been made
within the Application Boundary to accommodate the water management
systems that would be required, in terms of both storage to provide control
over discharge to Main Drain and treatment of any sediment.

5.3.12

The estimated duration of works for special crossings are illustrated in the
Table 8.
Table 8 Duration of Special Crossing Works
Crossing

Likely Technique

Duration of Operation

River Ouse

HDD

2 -3 months

River Hull

Microtunnel

3 months
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Table 8 Duration of Special Crossing Works
Crossing

Likely Technique

Duration of Operation

Railways

Microtunnel

2 months

Road / Watercourse

Auger Bore

2 weeks

Road / Watercourse

Open Cut

1 day installation
3 days including preparation

5.4

LANDFALL

5.4.1

The landfall crossing will be several hundred metres in length requiring
specialist crossing techniques.

5.4.2

The coastline in this area of the Holderness coast is characterised by cliffs
of unconsolidated glacial till which are susceptible to coastal erosion. Due
to coastal erosion rates a conservative minimum 200 m set back distance
from the present cliff line has been determined for any onshore works. The
landfall crossing depth will be sufficient to ensure the Pipeline is not
exposed due to variation in beach height and coastal erosion during the life
of the project.

5.4.3

Two options are currently under consideration for landfall construction,
subject to the completion of further surveys: these are tunnelling (including
direct pipe) and horizontal directional drill (HDD). The identification of the
preferred option will be determined through the subsequent Front End
Engineering Design (FEED) phase. At this stage, however, open cutting
the beach cliff has been discounted due to the expected nature of the cliff
substrates.

5.4.4

The landfall options consider both a ‘wet tie-in’ location for the connection of
the Offshore Pipeline (beyond mean low water spring (MLWS)) and a
‘beach tie-in’. For the beach tie-in arrangement a conservative distance of
10 m seaward of the cliff for the reception pit has been assumed. Open
cutting on the beach has not been discounted, although every effort will be
made to avoid this option.
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Landfall Temporary Construction Area
5.4.5

For the landfall crossing a temporary construction compound and working
area capable of supporting either the tunnelling or HDD crossing technique
set up is required onshore. This would be located at the landward end of
the landfall crossing.

5.4.6

Typically the construction compound and temporary working area would
accommodate the following as appropriate:
• drive shaft,
• tunnel boring / horizontal directional drill rig,
• control cabin,
• crane working areas,
• dewatering systems,
• water tanks,
• spoil storage,
• spoil separators,
• settlement lagoons,
• materials and pipe storage area,
• waste storage area,
• workshops and stores,
• generators and switchgear,
• air receivers and compressors,
• oil stores,
• welfare facilities,
• offices, security,
• access to the drive shaft / drill rig, and
• parking.

5.4.7

A low section of the cliff line at Low Grounds has been included within the
Development Consent Order Limits to facilitate beach access. Access from
the public highway would be along the Pipeline working width or via the
access for Barmston Pumping Station.
Cliff Crossing Technique
Tunnel Option

5.4.8

The tunnel option would involve the construction of a concrete sleeved
tunnel beneath the landfall cliff line within which the Pipeline would then be
installed.
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The tunnel alignment would be identified following the completion of further
surveys. In recognition of this some flexibility has been allowed for within
the Limits of Deviation shown on the Works Plans (Document 2.3).

5.4.10 A dewatering system and drive shaft would be constructed. Hydraulic rams
would be used to push the concrete sections and tunnel boring machine
(TBM) forward to form the tunnel. The tunnel spoil would be collected in
purpose built settlement lagoons.
5.4.11

The tunnelling would be a 24 hour a day operation and 24 hour construction
lighting would be required. It is anticipated the tunnelling operations could
take up to 8 months, depending on the final length and rate of progress in
the given ground conditions.

5.4.12

In summary the tunnelling option would typically include the following:
• Mobilise to Site & Establish Compounds;
• Install Drive Shaft;
• Install and Commission Dewatering System;
• Excavate Drive Shaft and Install Support Frames & Base;
• Construct headwall for launch;
• Set Up and Install Tunnel Boring Machine;
• Install Reception Shaft;
• Drive Tunnel to Reception;
• Survey Tunnel;
• Install Pipeline Rollers and Brackets; and
• Install Pipeline to tie-in pit
Horizontal Directional Drill Option

5.4.13

HDD involves the drilling of a hole through which the Pipeline would be
installed. A HDD drilling rig would be set up inland from the cliff and drill
towards the connecting/tie-in point which would be located either on the
beach, or beyond the low tide level for subsea connection. A drilling
compound would be set up on the landward end of the drill. Activities may
include the casting of anchor blocks to stabilise the HDD rig. Potentially a
shallow slip trench would be excavated to facilitate the launch of the HDD.

5.4.14 The HDD option is usually a series of 24 hour operations and 24 hour
construction lighting would be required. Works would commence with the
drilling of a pilot bore, a reamer is then connected to the drill string and the
pilot hole is reamed out by progressively larger reamers until the diameter
of the hole is sufficiently large to accommodate the Pipeline. The hole
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remains uncased. Pressurised bentonite slurry (bentonite mixed with
freshwater) is utilised to assist the drill, flush cuttings from the hole and
stabilise the borehole walls.
5.4.15

It is anticipated the HDD operation could take up to 3 months, depending on
the final length and rate of progress in the given ground conditions.

5.4.16 In summary the HDD Option would typically include the following:
• Mobilise to Site & Establish Compounds;
• Establish HDD Anchor Blocks;
• Set Up HDD Rig;
• Install Reception Pit;
• Install Pilot Bore;
• Ream Bore;
• Weld Pipeline String (onshore or offshore);
• Install Winch;
• Place Pipeline on Rollers / Offshore Floatation or Barge;
• Install Pipeline under cliff; and
• Install reception pit/ cofferdam;
Tie-in Works
5.4.17

Two options exist for subsequent Pipeline installation. The Pipeline could
be welded on land and pulled towards the sea or alternatively the pipe
could be welded offshore and pulled towards the land.

5.4.18 A dredged channel would be required to enable a vessel and associated
winch system to be established to be able to pull the pipe through the
tunnel.
5.4.19 The tunneling/HDD reception pit may be located on the foreshore or beyond
Mean Low Water Spring mark. The sheet piled (or similar) reception shaft
would be sized to enable the safe recovery of the TBM/HDD reamers as
well as facilitate the connection/tie-in to the offshore Pipeline. The
TBM/HDD reamers would enter the reception pit via a hole cut out of the
sheet piled wall.
5.4.20

A cofferdam may be required to provide a channel within which the offshore
Pipeline can be brought onshore to the tie-in point within the reception pit.
This would be of sheet piled construction and have likely dimensions of 6m
wide, 200m long and be excavated to a depth of 2.5m. The cofferdam will
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comprise a “dry section” above the mean low water spring mark and a “wet”
section extending into the nearshore area.
5.4.21 Following the tie-in connection the cofferdam will be backfilled and the
cofferdam piles will either be cut back to an agreed depth below beach level
or preferably removed completely.
5.4.22

A ‘wet’ tie-in location (beyond the mean low water spring mark) would
require a piled reception pit, but no cofferdam or a much shorter cofferdam
would be required. It would also avoid the need for works on the beach and
would involve the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.5

Dredge channel;
Pull in offshore Pipeline to tie-in pit;
Tie-in weld;
Test Pipeline;
Backfill excavations;
Reinstatement ; and
Demobilise.

ABOVE GROUND INSTALLATIONS
Construction Process for PIG Trap, Multi-junction and Block Valves

5.5.1

Construction will follow the following sequence:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Site preparation / temporary access and laydown areas;
ground works/below ground bases and plinths/ below ground
pipework (piping bridles and by-passes, insulation joints, valves);
civils (concrete base for instrument building, concrete blocks to
support above ground pipework, ducting);
above ground pipework (actuators and thermal relief valves);
instrument building and associated photovoltaic cells and turbine;
electrical and instrumentation installation (instrumentation,
electrical cables, earthing protection, satellite dish, control and
telecommunications cables, utility metering);
service connections (electricity and telecommunications);
cathodic protection;
finishing (vehicular access, turning areas and pedestrian access
surfacing, security fencing);
permanent access road from public highway;
post and rail fencing, landscape works and planting;
demobilisation and reinstatement of temporary works areas;
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testing and commissioning.

Post and rail fencing will be installed and the area surrounding the
compound will be seeded and planted in the first appropriate season
following the completion of construction.
Programme

5.5.3

The construction period for each of the above ground installations is
estimated as follows:
•
•
•

Drax PIG Trap AGI
Block Valves
Camblesforth Multi-junction

4 months
4 months
6 months

Construction of Barmston Pumping Station
Phasing of Construction
5.5.4

Barmston Pumping Station will be designed to allow its capacity to be
increased over time. To achieve an initial capability of 2.6mt per year would
require 2-3 pump units and VSDs, only one pump housing enclosure, the
PIG Trap arrangements, filtration, metering and analysers need be
installed. The pump housing for additional pump units can be installed at a
later date if required, with the buildings designed in such a manner that they
can be phased for construction.

5.5.5

The later works can all be installed within the initial security fence, without
the need to extend the site.

5.5.6

Adequate isolation valves are provided to allow the following construction
phasing of the Barmston Pumping Station:
Phase 1
•

•
•

Installation of PIG Trap arrangements, inlet from Onshore
Pipeline and outlet to Offshore Pipeline, filters, meters and
analysers;
Installation of pipework (suction and discharge headers and
pipework, plus recycle arrangements / cooling); and
Building for first four pump units. The actual pumps can be
installed as and when needed.

Phase 2
•

Installation of the pipework (suction and discharge headers /
pipework); and
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building for the final four pump units. The actual pumps can be
installed as and when needed.

If required phases 1 and 2 can be constructed within the same period. The
Barmston Pumping Station will be an electric drive station which would
initially require a single 66kV connection from the District Network Operator
and a substation within the site. Sufficient space will be allowed within the
substation design to accommodate additional transformers as future
demand requires.
Construction Process

5.5.8

Construction will involve the following:
•

Site preparation (levelling, temporary access and laydown areas);

•

Service connections (water supply works, foul drainage provision,
surface water management system and culverting);
Ground works/ below ground pipework (piping bridles and bypasses, insulation joints, valves), tanks and troughs;
Civils (foundations for buildings, concrete blocks to support above
ground pipework, building structures, security fencing, ducts);
Earthworks (gabion walls, landform profiling);
Pump and VSD installation;
Above ground pipework (PIG Traps, meters, filtration and vents);
Electrical and instrumentation installation (instrumentation,
electrical cables, earthing protection, satellite dish, control and
telecommunications cables, utility metering etc);
Finishing (vehicular access, turning areas and pedestrian access
surfacing);
Permanent access road from public highway;
Post and rail fencing, landscape works and planting
demobilisation and reinstatement of temporary works areas; and
Testing and commissioning.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Programme
5.5.9

The construction period for the Barmston Pumping Station is programmed
for 24 months.
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6

Operation and Maintenance

6.1

PIPELINE

6.1.1

The Pipeline will be operated and maintained in accordance with PD8010
Code of Practice for Pipelines – Part 1 Steel Pipelines on Land.

6.1.2

Once the Pipeline is in operation, National Grid will carry out a programme
of inspection and maintenance so as to maintain a high level of safety.
Regular air and ground surveillance will be conducted to ascertain if there
has been any third party interference and to check on the condition of
installed corrosion protectors and general progress of site reinstatement.
Where issues are found, these would be corrected by appropriate remedial
works. The pipeline would be inspected internally from time to time using an
intelligent PIG.

6.2

ABOVE GROUND INSTALLATIONS

6.2.1

All AGIs will be unmanned and operated remotely from a control centre.
Drax PIG Trap, Camblesforth Multi-junction and the three block valves will
be typically visited monthly for checks and inspections. Monthly visits would
include visual inspections, electrical checks and possibly lubrications.

6.2.2

Planned maintenance of the AGIs would be undertaken up to twice a year.
In order to undertake maintenance, the AGI would first be isolated from the
upstream and downstream pipelines. Any Carbon Dioxide within the AGI
internal inventory would then be vented to atmosphere through the vent
stack prior to the any maintenance taking place. The Carbon Dioxide would
be vented at a rate whereby noise emissions are limited to a maximum of
70dB LAeq, 1hr at the nearest existing noise sensitive receptor, the duration
of the vent activity will not exceed one hour and will only be between the
hours of 07:00hrs and 19:00hrs Monday to Friday. These noise levels will
be achieved through the appropriate design of the vent or venting method.

6.2.3

The venting of the internal inventory of Carbon Dioxide at PIG Traps within
the AGIs for the purpose of the internal inspection of the Pipeline will be set
at once every five years. Over time the frequency will be adjusted following
examination of the previous inspection data. That is, the inspection intervals
could be extended or reduced to meet the needs of maintaining a safe
operating Pipeline. Venting for this purpose will vented at a rate whereby
noise emissions are limited to a maximum of 70dB LAeq, 1hr at the nearest
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existing noise sensitive receptor. The duration of the vent activity will not
exceed one hour for each site but which may be repeated on multiple days
over a period which will not exceed 14 days at each AGI and will only be
between the hours of 07:00hrs and 19:00hrs Monday to Friday.
6.2.4

The design life of the project is 40 years; however through regular
maintenance this period could be extended.

6.2.5

Upon decommissioning the Pipeline will be decommissioned in situ.
Standard practice is to flush and clean a Pipeline, fill it with nitrogen and
then cap and seal it. Where possible removable structures will be
recovered for re-use or recycling. The cathodic protection system would
remain in place, therefore there will be no degradation of the Pipeline.

6.2.6

Following decommissioning the AGI sites will be returned to agricultural
use. The plant and equipment will be dismantled, all concrete, roads and
hard standing removed and the land remediated. Habitats that have been
created as part of the Onshore Scheme will be left in situ.
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